
We all want to see the Covid-19 situation improve as quickly as possible. 
As a hospital, THKD is doing its part by being a vaccination centre under 
the national Covid-19 immunisation programme and taking in patients 
from public hospitals. As individuals, the best thing to do is stay home and 
avoid getting infected. However, this doesn’t mean you have to 
compromise on your healthcare. You can still consult with our consultants 
and TCM physicians online, and have medicines delivered to your home. 
We have also arranged interest-free installment payments to make it 
easier to manage larger bills. If you have elderly loved ones, do read the 
article by our consultant neurologist on how to care for our seniors.
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LATEST PROMOTIONS

Enjoy 0% Interest   
Installment Plans  
Great news for Maybank or OCBC Bank 
credit card holders! Using these credit 
cards, you can enjoy interest-free 
installment payment plans at our hospital. 
These payment options can be used for 
fertility treatments, health screening and 
more. Speak with our cashiers when 
making payment at our hospital for more 
information. 

  

EVENTS

Track Your Queue   
Number Online
In May, THKD set up a more advanced 
appointment and queue system so that 
our patients and customers can track 
their place in the queue from their 
mobile phone, thereby saving them 
waiting time at the hospital. If you 
haven’t already, give our new system a 
try. Just download the app, scan the QR 
code above or go to  
https://appt.thomsonhospitals.com.  
We think you’ll like the ease and 
convenience! For more information, you 
can go to 

TCM Consultation at Home

Are you aware that you can consult with 
our Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) 
physicians from the comfort of your home? 
With Thomson TCM’s online consultation, 
you can stay safe while talking to our TCM 
physicians and have your TCM medications 
delivered straight to your doorstep. Book 
your appointment via this link 
bit.ly/TCMDOC or call us at +6013 2060 148 
for more information about our online 
consultation services. 

Make Online Appointment &
Check Live Queue
from Your Mobile Phone

https://appt.thomsonhospitals.com

SCAN ME THOMSON HOSPITALS SDN BHD

MOBILE APP

His and Her Fertility  
Screening Packages
Each year, approximately 6.7 million 
people have trouble conceiving. Through 
testing, you can learn about your fertility 
status and make informed decisions 
about family planning. And it’s always 
better to find out early. So if you’d like to 
put your worries to rest, book our 
specially curated HIS or HER package. 
Then you’ll have a clearer picture as well 
as the solutions to help build your family. 
Contact our care line at +6018 211 1088 to 
find our more or book a package. 

INTEREST
INSTALLMENT PLAN
Enjoy our flexible 0% interest
installment plans.%

Our ‘HIS’ and ‘HER’ package 
promotion is now o�ered from
15 July 2021 to 31 December 2021.

HIS & HER Fertility
Screening
Package 

Package Includes:

1. Doctor’s Consultation
2. Semen Analysis

(HIS) Male
Fertility Screening

Package Includes:

1. Doctor’s Consultation
2. Anti-Mullerian Hormone  (AMH Test)

3. Scanning Fees

(HER) Female
Fertility Screening

https://thomsonhospitals.com/latest-services/thomson-hospital-online-appointment-and-live-queue/

https://www.doctoroncall.com.my/find-doctor/puchong/clinic/thomson-tcm

https://thomsonhospitals.com/latest-services/thomson-hospital-online-appointment-and-live-queue/

https://thomsonhospitals.com/latest-services/thomson-hospital-online-appointment-and-live-queue/
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FEATURE ARTICLE 

A Neurologist’s Views:
Caring for the Elderly (Part 1)

Dr Tan Wee Yong
Consultant 
Neurologist & 
Physician

My mom has had to undergo two major surgeries and I would like to honour the doctor who 
organised it all and the other doctors who assisted him. Dr Balachandran Appoo initially 
operated on my mom in 2017 when he removed her metastasized lymph nodes. 
Unfortunately, this year, the tumour returned. This diagnosis was not easy to digest but Dr 
Bala has been an incredible light in our lives. When he scheduled my mom’s first surgery, 
he noticed her pressure was high and her hands were swollen, discoloured and had no 
blood circulation. He immediately referred my mom to two doctors in the hospital: Dr Lau 
and Dr Tan C. N. That same day, we went and saw Dr Lau, and he carefully and attentively 
handled my mom and admitted her to get her pressure under control. Dr Tan also came and 
saw my mom. He put her on medication and the next day, for the first time in 22 months, 
my mom’s hand was no longer swollen. This brought her so much joy and peace.
When she went for her first surgery, my mom encountered Dr Simon Hui Mun Tsong. As 
he sat with my mom and went through her documentation, we realised that he was the 
same anaesthesiologist who took care of her in 2017. It was so comforting for us to know 
that he would be by my mom’s side again and he continuously rea�rmed that he would 
take care of my mom as she went under. When she came out, she was filled with joy, she 
had no pain, no nausea and didn’t even throw up once. 
For my mom’s second surgery this past week, Dr Simon could not be there. However,       
Dr Navin Durairatnam took on the duty and executed it equally well. He too showed my 
mom utmost care. I would also like to acknowledge Dr Shazlina Othman (RMO) who was 
gentle and patient in finding my mom’s almost invisible veins to insert the line. She really 
was the only one who could. 
My mom is now out and on the road to recovery. Our hearts as a family are so 
overwhelmed and we don’t really know how to show our appreciation. We hope that 
these letters can encourage the hospital team as you move forward and launch your new 
building. We know that it hasn’t been an easy journey for the hospital but we believe in 
all of you. We pray that you will carry on improving and continue to carry this same spirit 
of care as you expand. Thank you!

Sincerely,
Miss B 
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Malaysia will be an aging society by 2030 
when it is projected that 15 percent of our 
population will be 60 years old and 
above. As we celebrate medical 
advancements that prolong our life 
expectancy, let’s talk about the concept 
of healthy active aging and living well 
during the elderly years. I will share a few 
points from a neurologist’s perspective in 
caring for the elderly with neurological 
disease.

Stroke 
Stroke is the most common neurological 
disease in the elderly. Common risk 
factors in Malaysians include 
hypertension, diabetes, smoking and 
inactivity. All these risk factors can be 
modified to a minimum. We know that 
prevention is better than cure. Also, the 
signs of atrial fibrillation in the elderly are 
frequently missed. So I would advise to do 
a routine ECG as a yearly check-up for 
elderly patients.

Dementia 
One question I frequently encounter: is 
this a normal memory change due to 
aging or is it pathological memory loss? A 
key consideration is to identify reversible 
dementia causes like normal pressure 

hydrocephalus, metabolic imbalance, or 
hormonal imbalance such as 
hypothyroidism. If treatment is given 
earlier, the patient can recover from this 
form of dementia. One key factor 
frequently missed is long term 
undiagnosed or under-treated 
hypertension which may cause multiple 
small vessel ischaemia in the white matter 
of the brain leading to cognitive 
dysfunction. 
Dementia patients require support from 
family, community and regular 
medication. The family frequently 
experiences burnout from caregiving. 
Therefore, proper support for carers and 
letting carers take a break are also very 
important. 
Watch out for Part 2 of Dr Tan’s article in 
the next issue of our newsletter.


